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The fifth edition of the highly successfulÂ City Reader juxtaposes the best classic and contemporary
writings on the city. It contains fifty-seven selections includingÂ seventeen newÂ contributions by
experts includingÂ Elijah Anderson, Robert Bruegmann, Michael Dear, Jan Gehl, Harvey Molotch,
Clarence Perry, Daphne Spain, Nigel Taylor, Samuel Bass Warner, and others â€“ some of which
have been newly written exclusively forÂ The City Reader. Classic writings from Ebenezer Howard,
Ernest W. Burgess, LeCorbusier, Lewis Mumford, Jane Jacobs and Louis Wirth, meet the best
contemporary writings of Sir Peter Hall, Manuel Castells, David Harvey, Kenneth Jackson. This
edition ofÂ The City ReaderÂ has been extensively updated and expanded to reflect the latest
thinking in each of the disciplinary areas included and in topical areas such as sustainable urban
development, climate change, globalization, and the impact of technology on cities. The plate
sections have been extensively revised and expanded and a new plate section on global cities has
been added. The anthology features general and section introductions and introductions to the
selected articles. New to theÂ fifth edition is a bibliography listing over 100 of the top books for
those studying Cities.
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Horrible if you're using this for a classroom environment, one of the worst ebooks I've had the
misfortune of using.The short list of problems with this edition:-The table of contents only lists parts

and not individual papers-The page numbers are completely out of sync with the physical version of
the fifth edition-For whatever reason trying to find individual readings and papers with the search
function is fruitless-The editor's introduction of each reading is not separated from the reading itself
by any change in font or even a space. It just flips from the editor's introduction to the reading itself
without any indication and you have to look for clues to see where, like citations that are after the
publication of the reading itself.This is on top of all of the traditional hurdles you have to overcome
when using a kindle version of a textbook (which I'm used to.) If you're getting for a class, just save
yourself some trouble and grab the physical edition.

I would not rent this book on Kindle. The Table of Contents is unavailable. It is hard to find chapters
and selections without it? Essential to a reader when you have to read the book in a non- linear
manner. The page numbers do not coincide with printed edition thus it cannot be used for citing for
academic writing. Also there is a clear distinction of the editor writing on the text and article chosen
for each section. In the printed text there is a clear distinction between in fonts to show this
differentiation. This is poorly laid for rental purposes. Stay away from renting this book for the
classroom. better off buying a used version!

Needed this for a class. Was definitely interesting reads for the chapters we had to read. Any
planner student should take a chance and look into this book (even at your library if they have it)
Great planner book.

It was in great condition when it arrived. It actually looked new. The content is helpful too. It's not
really a regualar textbook. It's a collection of writing on urban planning. It took me awhile to get the
flow of the book, since I expected it to be more like a textbook. However, I think the essays are
enriching and contain a rich collection of differing perspectives.

Not too fond of the language used. Seems like most of what the authors say is not concise and to
the point enough.

Good book ; okay condition. When I received the book it was split in half but still connected to the
spine.

Very informative on how city urbanists have developed cities throughout the world....

It is a spectacular book! It arrived quickly and very well wrapped. Great!
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